
Covid-19: Indonesia becomes Asia’s new pandemic epicentre as delta
variant spreads
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The delta variant of covid-19 is causing an escalating
crisis in Indonesia, twomonths after it swept through
India. Indonesia’s case numbers have risen sharply
for the past month and are continuing to do so. But
its plight may only be the forerunner of a broader
wave in Asia, as the variant has been found across
the region in recent days.

Cases are rising fast in Bangladesh, Iran, Iraq, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, South
Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam. Among these
countries, the most immunised is Japan, with just
17.9% of the population fully vaccinated.

Indonesia, which has fully vaccinated 5.5% of its
citizens, has reported an average 919 deaths a day
over the past week. In per capita terms, this is the
same as the peak death rate reported by India in
mid-May—3.32 deaths per million people per day.

The pandemic’s worst reported daily deaths per
capita—inHungary andPeru inApril, and inNamibia
currently—arenearly 10 timeshigher. But it is thought
that Indonesia’s official figure of 70 152 deaths
describes, as in India, the tip of a hidden iceberg.
And with case numbers more than doubling in the
past twoweeks and still rising, Indonesia’s death rate
is set to climb further.

The depth of India’s covid crisis was signalled by the
smoke of countless cremations. But in Indonesia the
dead are buried in cemeteries provided by the
government, the rapid growthofwhich is visible from
the air.1 Teams of civilian volunteers have formed to
help take away the bodies of people who died
isolating at home.

Indonesia detected 56 767 new cases on 15 July, but
its test positivity rate has soared to 26%, suggesting
that large numbers of cases are being missed. A
serology surveyby the IndonesianCentres forDisease
Control, conducted in late March and published on
9 July, found covid-19 antibodies in 44.5% of Jakarta
residents, suggesting that 4.7million of the city’s 10.6
million inhabitants had been exposed to some form
of the virus. A third of those with antibodies
remembered having symptoms, but only 8% of them
were ever diagnosed.2

Indonesia donated oxygen supplies to India in May
but is now facing shortages itself. At the Sardjito
hospital in Java, 63 covid patients died in one day,
33 of them after its central oxygen supply ran out.
The country has lost more than 400 doctors to the
pandemic, according to the Indonesian Medical
Association, including at least 20 who were fully
vaccinated with Sinovac.

While Indonesia is reporting the world’s highest
absolute number of new cases, its trajectory is

mirrored on a lesser scale in many Asian countries.
South Korea has seen daily case numbers double in
the pastweek, as haveKazakhstan andVietnam. Few
countries havekept the virus at baymore successfully
than Vietnam, but the delta variant has gained a
foothold and just 0.3% of the population are fully
vaccinated.

In Pakistan, which was spared the very worst of the
pandemic until now, the government told citizens to
expect a difficult fourth wave, as cases jumped
sharply on 15 July. “The delta variant has caused
devastation in countries in the region,” warned
minister for planning Asad Umar. Sindh province
reimposed restrictions as the test positivity rate in
Karachi reached 19.3%,with theEid al-Adha religious
festival days away.

In Iran, President Rouhani said that the country is
entering its fifth wave, less than three months after
its last major spike in deaths. In Myanmar, soaring
case numbers are compounded by a political crisis
as both doctors and patients shun hospitals that in
many cases have been occupied by the military.

On 15 July, the delta variant appeared for the first
time in the Kurdish Autonomous Zone of Iraq. Only
1% of Iraqis are fully vaccinated against the
coronavirus.
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